REQUIRED NOTICE PER OAR 333-081-0075
(1) COVERAGE OF COST GUARANTEE
(a) Upon acceptance of donation at the time of transport to a MEDCURE
facility, MEDCURE will be responsible for any costs related to the donation
including transportation, cremation, scattering of cremated remains at sea,
or return of full or part of the donor’s cremated remains to an individual.
EXCLUSIONS TO COVERAGE OF COST GUARANTEE
(b) If MEDCURE declines the donation due to circumstances related to the
eligibility of the donor, legal documentation, or transportation arrangements,
MEDCURE will be responsible for any costs incurred up to the point of
decline. If the donor family employs a funeral home for transport at the time
of the donor’s death and MEDCURE is unable to come to a pricing agreement
with the funeral home they employed, then MEDCURE will cover a
reasonable portion of the incurred transportation expenses with agreement
from the donor family to take responsibility for the remainder of the
expenses in order to proceed with the donation process.
(c) If the individual making the donation subsequently rescinds the donation,
or if there is a family dispute regarding donation, that individual or the
disputing family member will be responsible for all costs incurred with the
donation including transportation and other arrangements for disposition.
(2) DISPOSAL OF ANATOMICAL MATERIAL
Cremation takes place at an independent, licensed crematorium after the
donation process has been complete. Each person is cremated individually.
Family can choose to have cremated remains sent to them via Priority
Express through USPS or they can opt for a scattering at sea which MEDCURE
will arrange. Due to the nature of medical research and education,
MEDCURE’s standard is to return part of the donor’s cremated remains. A
written notification will be sent indicating whether part or all of the donor’s
cremated remains will be received.
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